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Abstract—Advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) initiatives
are a popular tool to incorporate changes for modernizing the
electricity grid, reduce peak loads, and meet energy efficiency
targets. There is the looming issue of how to communicate
and handle consumer data collected by electric utilities and
manage limited communication network resources. Several data
relay points are required to collect data distributedly and send
them through a communication backhaul. This paper studies the
smart meter message concatenation (SMMC) problem of how to
efficiently concatenate multiple small smart metering messages
arriving at data concentrator units in order to reduce protocol
overhead and thus network utilization. This problem needs to
deal with the added constraint that each originating message from
its source may have its own stated deadline that must be taken
into account during the concatenation process. This paper provides hardness results for the SMMC problem, and proposes six
heuristics and evaluates them to gain a better understanding of
the best data volume reduction policies that can be applied at data
concentrators of AMI infrastructures. These results are further
tested for feasibility under practical settings based on aspects,
such as network and processing delays, tightness of application
deadlines, and lossy backhaul links.
Index Terms—Advanced metering infrastructure (AMI),
algorithms, communication networks, data management.

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE INFORMATION communication and control layer of
the smart grid brings about numerous advances, including
the empowerment of customers to actively participate in the
maintenance of the supply-demand balance around the clock
and the resulting reliability improvement in electricity service.
There are many benefits to grid operators, consumers, and
society as a whole from adopting advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) technologies [1]. With the introduction of AMI
technology, two-way communication between a “smart” meter
and the grid operator’s control center, as well as between the
smart meter and consumer appliances, would be facilitated
for various applications [2]. Besides AMI, there are many
other applications that will be enabled by information flow
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across the electric power grid. These include distributed generation, state estimation of the power distribution system, and
demand-side management, to name a few.
A big challenge for smart grid application scenarios, and
the information-sharing framework that enables them, will be
handling the massive amount of data that is expected to be
collected from data generators and sent through the communication backhaul to the grid operator. For example, by
current standards, each smart meter sends a few kilobytes of
data every 15–60 min to grid operators [3], [4]. When this is
scaled up to many thousands, existing communication architectures will find it difficult to handle the data traffic due to
the limited network capacities, especially in limited bandwidth
last mile networks [5], [6]. Future applications may require
data to be collected at a finer granularity, thus adding to the
challenge [7]. Network capacity is a precious resource for
electric utilities because they are either leasing such networks
from third-party providers [8], or building infrastructure themselves and leasing bandwidth out (especially at the backhaul)
to recuperate investment costs [9]. In either case, it is in the
interest of electric utilities to reduce the volume of information
transported through these networks for smart grid applications
while ensuring quality-of-service (QoS) requirements are met.
One approach to reduce data volume given some application
sampling rate is to concatenate multiple messages into a larger
packet to reduce protocol overhead due to packet headers.
This approach has the potential to reduce network capacity
requirements significantly (quantified later in this paper) due
to the small size of messages sent in smart metering networks, with packet headers possibly being of a comparable
size to the underlying message to be sent. Such concatenation of messages can be done by each smart meter itself.
However, each meter may not generate messages frequently
enough to be able to have the chance to concatenate enough
packets to reduce overheads significantly and also meet their
stated application deadlines. Each meter is also expected to be
relatively constrained (compared to a concentrator) in terms
of data storage capabilities to keep a large window of packets from which to aggregate. Thus, a better approach is to
concatenate messages at an intermediate point upstream from
individual meters.
Such an intermediate point where message concatenation
can be done is at data concentrator units (DCUs) (or some similar entity, sometimes also called a data aggregator) that collect
data from many smart meters and forward them upstream.
Fig. 1 depicts this concept and shows the DCUs role at the
power-distribution level of the power grid. Data concentrators
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 1.
DCUs envisioned role of message concatenation at the power
distribution level.

Smart meter datagram structure.

without compressing or aggregating the underlying information in messages. Our results are also shown to hold up well
under various practical issues such as network and processing
delays, tighter application deadlines, and lossy backhaul links.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION

or aggregators can play an important role in reducing network
capacity requirements by reducing packet protocol overhead
through message concatenation algorithms applied along the
data collection tree. Such algorithms and policies, however,
do not exist currently and need to be developed keeping in
mind the unique characteristics of metering data like variable packet sizes, stochastic arrivals, and the presence of
messages with and without deadlines. Current DCUs on the
market lack the ability to reduce the volume of data flowing through them and real-time aggregation capabilities. They
only provide simple integration of sensing and wide area network communications options with the intention to follow the
PRIME standard [10] which gives the utilities the freedom to
choose meters from various vendors and avoid being reliant
on proprietary solutions from a single source.
In this paper, we design and comparatively evaluate a suite
of online message concatenation algorithms at DCUs in the
AMI scenario that minimize usage of network capacity in
transporting data through the meter data collection network
while meeting QoS constraints imposed by applications on
individual messages. The specific contributions of this paper
include the following:
1) formulation of the message concatenation problem at
DCUs in smart metering networks to minimize network
capacity utilization;
2) hardness results for the formulated message concatenation problem that proves it as NP-complete;
3) six different heuristic-based algorithms that can be
employed at DCUs for the message concatenation
problem;
4) comparative performance evaluation of proposed
heuristic-based algorithms for message concatenation;
5) exploration of feasibility of message concatenation
under practical settings considering network and processing delays, tighter application deadlines, and lossy
backhaul links.
Our results indicate that the proposed heuristic-based concatenation algorithms can reduce data volume in the range
of 10%–25% for typical backhaul technologies used, with
greater benefits seen for scenarios with higher data traffic rates.
These benefits are obtained operating only on packet headers

A. Motivation
In most communication protocol suites (e.g., TCP/IP) used
for sending smart metering messages, the small size of packets will result in a high amount of protocol overhead due to
packet headers. For example, for messages of size 100 bytes
from the source smart meter, there may be 40–60 bytes of
additional header overheads due to TCP/IP protocols and specific versions used. If a data concentrator collects multiple
packets and strips off all individual headers and includes only
one header for the larger aggregated message, there could be
significant reductions in network capacity utilization. Studying
the messaging format for the ANSI C12 smart meter communications standard in [11] provides an idea of message sizes
involved and the amount of protocol overhead to expect. As
shown in Fig. 2, each smart meter generated message includes
parameters like meter identification number, equipment status,
type of message, among others. This information is enough to
uniquely identify a message source with no additional protocol header information required for source identification. Thus,
source protocol headers can be stripped away to rely only on
a common aggregated packet header to route the packet to the
destination.
In Table I (abstracted from [5]), basic message types along
with their properties are listed. It can be seen that messages
can be of various sizes (from 20–500 bytes), and can have
loose or strict deadlines (2–5 s), or no deadlines at all. Some
messages may be generated randomly at any time to indicate
critical events that need to be responded to immediately. Data
concentrators will have the challenge of handling these varying message sizes that may or may not have deadlines, with
possibly stochastic arrivals, at the same time guaranteeing that
each message meet any specified deadline. Stochastic message
generation and critical events with short deadlines exclude the
use of polling based algorithms to collect data at DCUs.
B. Related Work
There have been much prior work on data aggregation in the field of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [12].
Typical approaches to WSNs have focused on efficient
data gathering and energy-latency tradeoffs under deadline
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S MART M ETER DATA M ESSAGE T YPES

constraints (see [13]–[15]). These schemes propose algorithms
for grouping smaller packets into larger ones by delaying data
transmissions at the relaying nodes whenever slack times are
positive with significant reductions in packet transmissions,
congestion, and battery energy use. In this paper, our goal
is similar in proposing data concentration at DCUs as relay
nodes. However, power or energy consumption of the nodes
employed are not considered because the AMI infrastructure
is expected to have access to electric power at all times with
backup batteries. This shifts the focus of the problem from battery life of nodes involved to the reduction of network capacity
utilization. Reference [6] does look at data volume reduction
in smart metering networks, but does not include aspects such
as message concatenation.

(possibly that compress message sizes themselves) developed
in the future for the smart metering scenario. We focus on only
a single DCU and its concatenation operation in this paper; in
future work, we envision considering a more wider view of
the backhaul network and the use of multilevel DCUs along
the communications network.
A formal statement of the SMMC problem is provided in
the following definition.
Definition 1: Assume that over some period of time T, all
smart meters together generate n messages M = {m1 , . . . , mn }.
Each message mi ∈ M has size si and an associated protocol header hi accompanying it till the DCU with (si , hi ,
si + hi ∈ [0, W]), an arrival time at the DCU of ai (ai ∈ [0, T]),
and a deadline di (di ∈ [ai , ∞]) by which it must leave the
DCU, where i = 1 · · · n. Then, the SMMC problem is to determine an integer number of packets k(k ≤ n) and a
k-partition
P1 ∪ P2 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk of the set M such that: 1) i∈Pj si +
H ≤ W, ∀j = 1 · · · k and 2) each message mi ∈ M meets its
deadline with maxi∈Pj ai ≤ mini∈Pj di . A solution is optimal
if it has minimal k.
The SMMC problem can also be stated as a 0−1 integer
linear program (ILP) as follows:
minimize k =

The smart metering message concatenation (SMMC) problem considered in this paper is as follows. A DCU receives
different types of messages from smart meters with a stochastic arrival process (we will discuss this arrival process later in
Section IV). Each message can be of a different size and comes
with an application specific end-to-end deadline by which it
must reach the common destination that is the utility control
center. Each message has protocol overhead as it is packaged
into a packet before being sent to the DCU. The DCU can
either send each packet to the destination as it arrives as a single message or wait and concatenate multiple messages before
sending them out over the backhaul to the destination. The
objective considered is to minimize the number of individual packets (and hence protocol overhead) sent upstream by
the DCU so as to reduce network capacity requirements of
the backhaul. The constraints are that all packets meet their
deadline (if any) and that each concatenated packet generated
(including a common packet header) has a upper size limit, W,
governed by the maximum transmission unit (MTU) of the
upstream link from the DCU. The objective function chosen helps reduce total overhead required to send all messages
within a given time period T by maximizing the size of each
concatenated packet for a fixed header size H. In this paper,
we assume that messages are not compressed from their original sizes (zero-compression) and the solution to the SMMC
problem at DCUs would serve as a lower bound for the possible reduction in network utilization by additional schemes

n


yi

(1)

i=1

subject to constraints
n


C. Smart Metering Message-Concatenation Problem
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sj xij + H ≤ Wyi , ∀i ∈ {1 · · · n}

j=1

max aj xij ≤ min dj xij , ∀i ∈ {1 · · · n}, j ∈ {1 · · · n}
n

xij = 1,
∀j ∈ {1 · · · n}
i=1

yi ∈ {0, 1},
xij ∈ {0, 1},

∀i ∈ {1 · · · n}
∀i ∈ {1 · · · n}, ∀j ∈ {1 · · · n}

where yi = 1 if packet i is used and xij = 1 if message j is
put into packet i.
In the formulations above, the term deadline refers to the
local deadline for a message at the DCU by which a particular message must be picked up for the packet creation and
transmission over the network. This local deadline can be set
by subtracting away an estimate of processing delay at the
DCU and the network delay over the backhaul from the endto-end deadline specification of an application for messages.
We will discuss and incorporate the impact of processing and
network delays later in Section V. In the problem definition
above, for any set of messages assigned to a packet, none of
the messages in the packet will miss their local deadlines at
the DCU if the arrival times of all messages are at least some
value  before the first expiring deadline value among all messages of that set. This value  could be set to the maximum
processing delay to be encountered at the DCU in forming a
packet and could be an input to the problem; more discussion about estimation of processing delays will be presented
in Section V.
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TABLE II
P ROPOSED C ONCATENATION H EURISTICS

III. A LGORITHMS FOR THE SMMC P ROBLEM
A. SMMC Hardness Result
To prove that the SMMC problem is NP-complete we
first show that SMMC is in NP, or in other words, has
a polynomial time verifier. An instance of a solution to
the SMMC problem is an integer number of packets k
and a feasible k-partition P1 ∪ P2 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk of the set of
messages M. Such an instance can be verified in polynomial time in terms of the input consisting of the following fields <message identifier, arrival time,
deadline, message size, header size, W> for
n messages. Further, in polynomial time (in terms of input
length) we can check that each message falls in exactly one
of the k partitions/packets, and that each packet meets the condition of having its total size less than or equal to W. We can
further check in polynomial time if any message in the packet
will miss its local deadline. Thus, we can verify whether a
given instance is a solution to SMMC in polynomial time,
and hence, SMMC ∈ NP.
To prove that the SMMC problem is NP-hard we reduce the
known NP-complete bin packing problem [16] to the SMMC
problem. These problems have many similarities but differ
in terms of the notion of arrival times and deadlines for the
SMMC problem. The bin packing problem takes as input a set
of n items I = {it1 , . . . , itn } of sizes S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sn } and
a set of bins B = {b1 , . . . , bk } each of size W  . An assignment
of items to bins is sought that minimizes the number of bins k
into which all items are packed. That is we seek a k -partition
B1 ∪ B2 ∪ · · · ∪ Bk of the set of items I.
We will transform an instance of the bin packing problem
to that of the SMMC problem as follows. For each item i in I,
add dummy variables A : ai = 0, and D : di = ∞. This transformation can be trivially done in polynomial time (in terms
of input length) and the modified instance used as an input to
the SMMC problem with M = I, S = S , D = D , A = A ,
W = W  , and P = B.
Any resulting solution from the SMMC problem can be
transformed back to a solution for the bin packing problem as
follows. A solution to the SMMC problem gives an integer k
and a k-partition of M that maps individual messages to specific concatenated packets. We can take this solution and apply
the following transformation: k = k and Bi = Pi , i = 1 · · · k.
This transformation gives the required solution assignment for
the bin packing problem and can be easily done in polynomial
time again.
Theorem 1: SMMC is NP-complete.
Proof: By transforming (in polynomial time) any input
instance of the bin packing problem to that of an SMMC problem, and the resulting solution of the SMMC problem back
to bin packing problem, we have thus reduced bin packing to
SMMC. Thus, SMMC is an NP-hard problem. And since we
had proved SMMC ∈ NP earlier, we can conclude that SMMC
is NP-complete.
The problem as stated so far is an offline version where all
packet arrival times and deadlines are known beforehand and
the DCU needs to solve the problem looking forward at the
entire window of messages that could arrive over duration T.

This problem can occur in practice when all message types and
their arrival times are known deterministically, for example,
when all messages are scheduled deterministically. However,
in most cases the problem will be an online one with stochastic
message types and arrivals where the DCU will only have
access to those messages (with their arrival time and deadlines)
that have reached the DCU and are waiting to be concatenated
before being sent out over the backhaul. Thus, any proposed
heuristics will need to perform in an online fashion.
B. Heuristics
Due to the proven hardness of the SMMC problem, in this
paper, we develop online heuristic-based algorithms for solving the SMMC problem. Our heuristic solution approach is to
rely on earliest deadline first (EDF) scheduling where a concatenated packet is created at the DCU starting with a message
within a specific threshold of its deadline and then filled with
other messages so as to maximize the packet size that can be
sent out. Proposed heuristics differ in terms of what other messages they decide to fill in the concatenated packet in addition
to the message whose deadline is about to expire.
Six different heuristic-based algorithms are proposed for
scheduling of messages at a DCU for the SMMC problem as
listed in Table II. All six algorithms initiate creating a packet
when one of the local message deadlines at the DCU is about
to expire; they differ in terms of what other messages (in addition to the message whose deadline is about to expire) are put
in the packet being sent out. In all six schemes, a classifier
module checks the arrived messages to see whether they are
best-effort or have a specific deadline (if the selected heuristic needs to differentiate between them). Two different queues
are formed based on the classification done. All deadline messages are kept in a priority queue sorted by earliest deadline.
It is assumed there are two queues in the system, one for the
messages with specific delay objective and another for those
without a delay objective (the best effort messages). If no classification is required then all arrived messages will be sorted
and placed in a single buffer. All of the proposed heuristics
(except EDF-FCFS) employ the 0−1 knapsack algorithm [16]
to decide which messages to fit into the packet among the
various options available. More details of the implementation
of our proposed heuristics and associated pseudocode can be
found in [17].
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TABLE III
P REDEFINED M ESSAGE A RRIVAL D ISTRIBUTIONS

C. Reference Algorithms
1) EDF-Based Integer Linear Programming Formulation:
To get a solution for the SMMC problem one can use mathematical optimization algorithms. We have formulated the
SMMC problem as a mixed-ILP which optimally schedules the
remaining messages in addition to the EDF message to begin
a packet with index. The problem is formulated as follows for
a packet with index i:
maximize Pi =

nt


sj xij

(2)

j=1

subject to constraints
nt


sj xij + H ≤ W

j=1

xij ∈ {0, 1}
where xij = 1 if message j is put into packet i. In the formulation above, nt (nt ≤ n) is the set of messages queued at the
DCU and available for concatenation at time t (t ≤ T). Any
messages that are found to not meet deadline constraints are
forwarded immediately with no concatenation process applied.
This formulation is different from 1 in that it is EDF-based
and message deadlines are not a constraint as messages closest
to their deadlines are selected and sent out before their deadlines occur. This formulation tries to fit in as many messages
as possible (among those available) in a packet to be sent out.
The given constraint specifies the maximum packet size that
can be sent over the backhaul technology with a specific MTU
size. The drawback of this approach in practice (as opposed
to our heuristics) is the brute force nature of this ILP solution
procedure which makes it practically infeasible for real-time
applications and those that involve large-scale data.
2) Theoretical Optimum: This method is theoretically the
minimal number of packets that needs to go out of a DCU for
a given number of messages generated from the smart meters
over a period of time. This value is not constrained by arrival
times or deadlines
of messages; it is computed through the

equation ( ni=1 si /MTU − H) where n is the total number of
arrived messages during a time interval, and si is the size of a
message i. MTU and header size H are the parameters defined
according to the backhaul technology. Although this solution is
not feasible in practice, it gives a theoretical reference for the
performance evaluation of any SMMC algorithms, not limited
to EDF-based heuristics.
IV. E VALUATION
A. Methodology
We outline below more details about the simulation environment, message arrival process, and distribution of various
message types.
1) Simulation Environment: A discrete-event simulator was
developed using MATLAB to evaluate the proposed heuristicbased algorithms and compare to the reference algorithms.
The network topology consisted of a group of smart meters

generating messages as a poisson process and sending messages to the DCU to be routed to the control center.1 Due
to the assumption of individual meter message generation as
a poisson process, we can sum the individual average message generation rates to get an cumulative average arrival rate
at the DCU of λ which is used as a parameter in our simulations. We have considered three different λ values of 0.1,
0.5, and 1 at the DCU which would correspond to 90, 450,
and 900 smart meters sending one message on average every
15 min. The service capacity of the DCU is considered to be
infinite; however, we do study the impact of processing delays
in the following section.
2) Message Types Distribution: During a day, different
types of the messages may be exchanged between smart meters
and the utility control center through the AMI. In our evaluations we have considered all seven basic types of messages first
reported in [5]. Based on geographic location, power distribution infrastructure, and utility preferences, the transmission
of messages could come from different distributions of these
basic message types which will have an impact on the performance of our proposed heuristics. In our evaluations we
used different Beta distributions across these message types
by varying shape parameters α > 0 and β > 0.
For our experiments, we generated five different message
type distribution using the shape parameters mentioned in
Table III to test the performance of our proposed algorithms.
B. Simulation Results
Simulations were conducted with 100 runs and the mean
value plotted in results shown along with 95% confidence
intervals. Each scheme was evaluated in terms of the overall reduction in bytes of data transmitted out into the backhaul
network by the DCU as compared to the overall incoming data
in bytes from smart meters, including all headers. Each packet
header was assumed to be of a fixed size of 50 bytes corresponding to the 40–60 bytes range for TCP and IP headers.
Fig. 3 displays the output of our proposed algorithms and reference algorithms over five message types distributions with
95% confidence intervals. Results are shown for packet arrival
rates at the DCU of λ = 0.1, 0.5, and 1. It can be seen that
1 Reference [18] supports this assumption that smart meters message
generation can be modeled as a poisson process.
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Fig. 3. Overall data reduction percentage using proposed heuristics over different message arrival rate and message type distributions. (a) λ = 0.1.
(b) λ = 0.5. (c) λ = 1.

overall data volume reduction varies from 5%–25% depending on message type distribution, message arrival rate at DCU,
and specific algorithm used. Three questions answered are as
follows.
1) How do the Proposed Heuristics Stack Up Against Each
Other and Reference Algorithms?: Taking a look at the bar
charts in Fig. 3 one can observe that the algorithm EDF-KN
has the best performance among all other heuristics and comes
very close to the performance of the EDF-based ILP across
all λ and message type distributions. This is due to the fact
that EDF-KN is using a common pool of messages whether
they be deadline or best effort, giving more options to maximize packet size before it is sent out. Since typically there
are enough queued messages before a deadline reaches, the
algorithm has a good collection of options to maximize the
packet before sending it out. It can be noticed that in general
EDF-based approaches do well compared to theoretical volume reduction, where the latter increases with MTU size and
decreased with the size of H.
2) What is the Impact of Message Type Distribution?:
The uniform distribution of all message types serves as the
reference case to compare other distributions. For the more
deadline case with a majority of all messages having deadlines,
overall data volume reduction is smaller for all algorithms.
Presence of more messages with deadlines than best-effort
necessitates packets to be sent out of the DCU without having
the luxury of waiting for the right combination to maximize packet size. However, when there are more best-effort
messages present, algorithms can wait longer before being
forced to send out packets; this allows each packet to be
larger, and hence reduces packet overheads. The case for
more smaller size messages is similar to the more deadline message case in that it helps reduce packet overheads
significantly through concatenation as header sizes are comparable to data sizes. Smaller messages are also easier to
pack into a packet. Conversely, the more larger messages
case results in greater difficulty to fill messages into a packet;
also larger underlying message sizes already have a reduced
overhead making much improvements through concatenation
difficult.
3) What is the Impact of λ?: The value of λ signifies the
packet arrival rate at the DCU; hence, larger values indicate

that more messages are arriving at the DCU increasing opportunities for a concatenation algorithm to find a best fit of
messages in an outgoing packet from the DCU to reduce overall protocol overhead. The EDF-KN data volume reduction
approaches very close to that of even the theoretically optimal solution with increasing λ. Thus, greater the rate of packet
arrivals, the proposed EDF-based concatenation algorithm over
a common queue of messages maximizes the reduction in data
volume.

V. I MPACT OF N ETWORK AND P ROCESSING D ELAYS
Network delays between the DCU and the utility control
center, and processing delay at the DCU itself are two factors
we had assumed to be negligible in the results presented so
far. The magnitude of these delays may not be negligible in all
practical cases, and can cut down the amount of time a DCU
can wait to maximize the size of outgoing packets sent out.
Thus, there will be a direct correlation between network and
processing delays on the ability of a DCU to reduce protocol
overhead. An interesting challenge here is that the DCU cannot
accurately predict these delays beforehand; each concatenated
packet will suffer variable network and processing delays due
to many factors related to number of messages processed and
characteristics of the communication backhaul. Thus, the DCU
needs to rely on an estimate of network and processing delays
it needs to budget into computing the local deadline of each
message. An overestimate will reduce the amount of time a
DCU will have to wait and concatenate a large packet; an
underestimate on the other hand can mean some messages will
miss their deadlines. This section describes how such delays
can be estimated and what impact it will have on data volume
reduction through message concatenation.
A. Estimation of Network and Processing Delays
To estimate the processing delay, we need to break it
into the major individual components that cause delay. These
components are a follows.
1) Concatenation Delay: The time required to put all
selected messages into a packet and add a common
header.
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TABLE IV
H EURISTICS P ROCESSING T IME C ALCULATIONS

2) Knapsack Delay: The time required by some of the
schemes that use a knapsack operation to select messages from a queue of messages.
3) Sorting Delay: The time required to maintain the queue
sorted in terms of earlier deadlines.
These components are present in each heuristic in possibly
different ways based on the nature of the algorithm. Table IV
summarizes how each of these components (CC , CS , and CK
time costs for concatenation, sorting and selection through
knapsack, respectively) sum up to the total processing delay
for each heuristic scheme. These schemes operate on either
a single common queue of n items, or one of two queues
(with sizes n1 and n2 ) having deadline and nondeadline messages, or both queues one after the other. The next step was
to populate realistic values into the processing delay estimation model. For this, we measured actual processing delays
when executing each of the three operations: 1) concatenation; 2) knapsack selection; and 3) keeping a sorted queue.
These values were computed on a Dell Optiplex 64-bit PC
with a 2-core 2.8 GHz CPU and 5 GB RAM for a full range
of values of n from 1 to 1000 to study all possible queue sizes
we are likely to encounter for message arrival rates used in the
evaluations in Section IV.2 By populating these values for a
given n in the processing delay model presented in Table IV,
the DCU could easily construct an estimate.3
B. Evaluation Results
Here we re-evaluate our proposed heuristic-based algorithms with varying values of network and processing delays,
and study the impact on achievable reductions in protocol
overhead. For these evaluations we have chosen the EDF-KN
heuristic, one of the better performing heuristics among those
evaluated in Section IV-B. Fig. 4 presents the results for
λ = 1 and shows the protocol overhead reduction achieved
with varying values of network and processing delays, including the case where such delays are set to nil. In addition,
to further explore the lower limits of possible benefits of
message concatenation, we experiment with deadline values
half and quarter the amount of that used in our evaluations
2 We assume that when our algorithms are deployed, an estimate can be
recalculated for the specific system employed in the DCU as opposed to using
the estimates discussed here. DCUs on the market can have high-processing
capabilities as described in [19] and we expect the values used in this paper
to over-estimate actual processing delays.
3 Due to space restrictions in this paper, we refer the reader to [20] for a
description of how network delays can be predicted with an exponentially
weighted moving average over a sliding window of previously seen delays.
We will study the impact of various possible network delays to assess the
impact on benefits of message concatenation in evaluations that follow.

Fig. 4.

Data reduction trend versus delay addition.

Fig. 5.

Average buffer size versus delay addition.

in Section IV. The impact of tighter deadlines will be similar to that of additional network and processing delays, with
both factors essentially reducing the time the DCU has to
concatenate messages into larger packets.
The results in Fig. 4 show that as processing and network
delays increase, the percentage overhead reduction decreases.
Similarly, as deadlines get tighter, the data volume reduction
achievable reduces. Even for such extreme cases considered,
there is at least a 5% reduction in data volume possible.
The biggest impact of network and processing delays, or
tighter deadlines is with the “more deadline” message distribution with a greater fraction of messages needing to be
concatenated and sent out quickly. The smallest impact of
delays or tighter deadlines is seen for the “more best-effort”
case where most messages are not hard-pressed to meet
deadlines.
A more accurate depiction of what happens inside the DCU
can be seen by studying the average queue or buffer size for
various message type distributions for estimated processing
delays and varying network delay values of 100 and 250 ms.
A similar trend can be expected for tighter deadline values. As
Fig. 5 confirms, the more deadline message distribution has
the smallest average queue size, implying that messages do
not stay in the buffer for long periods. The more best-effort
message distribution at the other extreme results in the largest
average queue size implying messages stay in the buffer for
a much longer duration. A large average queue size does add
additional processing delay; however, for the more best-effort
case, there are few messages with deadlines that are impacted
by the larger processing delays. For all the other schemes,
evident from the results, the average queue size stays small
enough to not adversely impact data volume reduction.
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VI. DATA VOLUME W ITH L OSSY L INKS
Another practical aspect that needs to be considered is
the impact of lossy backhaul links on the large concatenated
packets expected to be sent out from the DCU by proposed
heuristic-based algorithms. Larger packets will typically suffer
more retransmissions (and thus adding to data volume transported) when sent through networks with a fixed bit-error
rate (BER) due to their larger size. Thus, it is imperative
to explore the impact of various backhaul technologies, each
with different BER characteristics, on benefits of message
concatenation.4
A. Theory
The most important factor in analyzing the impact of lossy
networks is considering the BER of the technology being used.
The transmission BER is the number of detected bits that are
incorrect before error correction, divided by the total number
of transferred bits (including redundant error codes). Different
communication technologies have different BER. The goal
here is to translate a given BER for a technology and estimate the corresponding data volume reduction ratio. Let eb be
the BER of a given technology. A packet is declared incorrect if at least one bit is erroneous. Thus, for a packet of size
L bits, the resulting packet error rate (PER) of the technology, ep , then is ep = 1 − (1 − eb )L . Let D be the volume of
data in bytes (including payload and control overhead) that
would have been sent over the backhaul in a time period T
when message concatenation is not employed. Let D be the
volume of data sent (again including payload and control overhead) over the backhaul after message concatenation. With a
PER of ep and ep , respectively, the corresponding data volume
sent through the backhaul will be (1 + ep )D and (1 + ep )D ,
respectively. Thus, the data volume reduction ratio ρ with a
lossy backhaul can be computed as




1 + ep D − 1 + ep D


.
(3)
ρ=
1 + ep D
With larger packet sizes ep > ep , thus reducing the data
volume reduction ratio as compared to the case when lossiness
of the backhaul network is ignored.
B. Numerical Evaluation
The technologies for the backhaul considered are fiber optic,
WiMAX, and 3G cellular; these three technologies are currently commonly used to connect the AMI at the customer
to the backbone network and tend to be lossier than the core
network. We picked BER values for these technologies based
on known ranges in [21]–[23] to study the impact of message
concatenation algorithms. The BER values eb used in the following evaluation were 5E-07, 3.16E-06, and 7.5E-06 for fiber
optic, WiMAX, and 3G technologies, respectively. For each
technology, we computed PERs ep using the equation above.
4 Due to space restrictions, we do not explore the analogous issue of packet
loss due to network congestion; the eventual impact on the benefits of message
concatenation is expected to be similar regardless of the underlying reason
for packet loss

Fig. 6.

Data reduction savings versus different backhaul technologies.

For the case with no message concatenation, we considered
an average packet size of 100 bytes (L = 800 bits) in computing a PER of ep ; for the case with concatenation, we used a
packet size of 1000 bytes (L = 8000 bits) to compute ep which
is roughly the average size of concatenated packet seen in
our simulations from the earlier sections. Finally, using 3, we
computed ρ for each of the three technologies with D and D
computed based on our simulations earlier in Section IV for
the EDF-KN scheme with a message arrival rate of λ = 1.
It can be seen from Fig. 6 that for even the most lossy
technology considered (3G) with worst-case BER characteristics chosen, data volume reduction with message concatenation
only falls by 3%–4% compared to the reference ideal BER
case. Thus, the benefits of message concatenation seems to
hold up for the most commonly used technologies. These
results are likely to be better with the use of forward error
correction techniques employed to minimize packet loss.
VII. C ASE S TUDY OF P RACTICAL B ENEFITS OF
P ROPOSED A LGORITHMS
With many hundreds of thousands of customers in a geographic location, utilities will be thus sending data in the order
of Mb/s to Gb/s through their backhaul networks connecting
to control centers. This scale of data flow through AMI networks is also supported by [24]–[26]. This section presents a
case study of actual data rates flowing through neighborhood
networks of different sizes and how it may impact a given
backhaul communication technology and the applicability of
proposed data concentration algorithms.
Assume a power system topology with a feeder connecting
to 1350 customers in an area with 450 distribution transformers, with one transformer connecting to three customer smart
meters. This chosen topology is typical of for a suburban
area in the U.S. (see [27]). A logical communications network
overlaid on the physical topology of this distribution system
topology could be as follows. Based on the manner in which
the communications network is organized, its communication
range, and the customer meter density, x smart meters could
be connected to a DCU. For the topology assumed, x could
take on any values from 1 to 1350. The total number of DCUs
required would depend on the value of x. The DCUs are then
further connected through a backhaul to the communications
network. With x meters each sending a message every y seconds, the average data arrival rate at each DCU will be x/y
messages per second. For message sizes averaging 350 bytes
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and a 50-byte header (typical sizes from [5]), this amounts
to a data rate of 3.2x/y Kb/s at each DCU employed. For
x = 450, 900, 1500 and for y = 900 s (15 min intervals), this
amounts to data rates per DCU of 1.6, 3.2, and 4.8 Kb/s. For
more fine-grained data collections in the future for analysis
(e.g., as motivated in [28]) or just applications such as EV
load control and appliance-level load monitoring, y could be
of the order of few seconds. For 10 s intervals, this results in
data rates of 144, 288, and 432 Kb/s for x = 450, 900, and
1350, respectively.
A technology like power line communications (PLC) can
only support data rates in the order of Kb/s [29]. Thus for
neighborhood deployments of the order of 500–1500 smart
meters, with a low-bandwidth technology like PLC, it is imperative that data volume through such backhaul links be managed
carefully. Other higher bandwidth backhaul links such as cellular, WiFi, and WiMAX can support higher data rates (at higher
costs) and will be less stressed by smart meter deployments.
With electric utilities either leasing communications capacity
from telecom companies, or building their own telecommunications networks and then leasing capacity to recuperate costs,
they will benefit from reducing the amount of data sent through
their networks regardless of the scale of a smart meter deployment and bandwidth of communication links. A 20% reduction
in data volume (as can be achieved by the proposed heuristics
in this paper) should translate to a similar reduction in network infrastructure costs under a scenario of per byte capacity
costs. Such reduction in costs is expected to also benefit all
customers, whether they are equipped with smart meters or
not. As the penetration of smart meters increases, the applicability of this paper will keep increasing with more benefits for
greater traffic volumes as found in our results earlier in this
paper. The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission survey in
2012 [30] indicated AMI penetration to be about 23% (a 14%
increase over 2010 levels) and is expected to have increased
at a similar rate since then.
A scenario where the applicability of the proposed data concentration approach would be reduced is if network capacity is
not metered per byte of data transported, but instead is a fixed
capacity cost, and if the smart meter deployments are small
enough to not stress deployed networks. The data flow analysis
in the previous paragraph shows that in such a case, for neighborhoods as small as 500–1500 smart meters connected to a
single DCU, the proposed data concentration schemes may be
useful only if a low-bandwidth technology like PLC is used
for the backhaul. However, if multiple such neighborhoods
are clustered together behind a single data concentrator (with
appropriate network topology configurations), the data concentration schemes would still be useful for even high-bandwidth
technologies. For larger number of meters, such as 3000 and
above, data generated at (10 s interval collection) would be of
the order of Mb/s and can stress higher bandwidth links and
be very useful even for those links.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
This paper demonstrated that message concatenation
algorithms can be an important element of data concentrators
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deployed in smart grids to solve the looming challenge
of transporting massive data volumes through last mile
bandwidth-constrained backhaul networks. Effective message
concatenation algorithms at DCUs (such as the EDF-KN algorithm proposed in this paper) were shown to be able to reduce
overall data volume by 10%–25% for each DCU. This reduction was achieved just by a reduction in protocol overhead with
no compression of the original data sent by smart meters; this
provides enough motivation to develop additional data concentration mechanisms at DCUs that also act on the payload of
messages. Another direction of future work is to look at how
concatenation can be done at multiple levels of the communications network, not limited to just the first hop from smart
meters.
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